Let H c be the incomplete infinite tensor product of Hilbert spaces H { containing a product vector (x)# £ , where c denotes the equivalence class of the (£ 0 -sequence {x ( }. Let EC be the projection on H e in the complete infinite tensor product H of H t . Let Sft be the von Neumann algebra on H generated by von Neumann algebra 3ft, on H c and E(c) be the central support of E f in 3ft'. Two (£ 0 -sequences {x t } and {y e
(1. 2) Z|i-(*,,y,)l<°°.
Notation: {x,}^^{y t }. It defines equivalence relations in S and S 0 . Let £ and E 0 denote the set of equivalence classes e({# t }) of {x t } in S and S 0 , respectively. The subspace of H spanned by ®x t with a fixed c({# t })
= c E (£o is called the incomplete infinite tensor product and is denoted by
Ht = ££) c H t . Let J? c denote the projection on H c in H.
Let 9t t be a von Neumann algebra on H t , n be its natural representation on H (namely Tt(ff)( § §x^ = ®x r t , with xi = x t for £^£ 0 and x( = Qx t for £ = £o 5 if (?G$t to ). Let 3t=(g)3t t be the von Neumann algebra generated by the union of all 7r(3t t ). Since H c is invariant under each 7r(2t,), £ c is in 3T. Let £(c) be the central support of £ c in 3V.
Definition. Let {x}, { y,} G S (1) {^J <2^J c 6;rg u-equivalent to {y} and c' 5 
Proof of Theorem (2). In the previous proof p t is unitary for c = c(l). Hence this construction (even if s t y t = 0 for all t)
gives the equivalence of ~ and ~ when the index set / is countable. Q.E.D. In particular, we use the first inequality and (3.2) to obtain where l s = e td ai/bi is a complex number depending on g. We choose a sequence g w ->0 such that A £B ->/l, which is possible because /U is bounded.
Then, by using separation of ai&2 from oo ? ( 
3.5) £(c)((g)j t ) = A((S}y t ).
In this derivation, we assumed ||E(c)(® y t )|| ^0. If this is not the case (3.5) holds with /l^O. Since E(c) 2 This shows that ()£(e)=@i£(c)63t Hence (?=S ££(<:) 6 Sft where the sum is over distinct £(c).
If the index set is countable, then p t in the above argument can be taken to be unitaries by Theorem (2) and the latter half of Theorem (5) is obtained.
Q.E.D.
